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CHAPTER 28

PARETO'S LAW AND THE GENERAL PROBLEM OF MATft-
MATICALLY DESCRIBING THE FREQUENCY I)ISTRIBU...
TION OF INCOME

The problem of formulating a mathematical expression which shall de-
scribe the frequency distribution of income in all places and at all times,
not only closely, but also elegantly, 811(1 if pOssil)k' rationally as opposed
to empirically, has had great attractions for the inatlwinatical economist
and statistician. The most famous of all attempts at the solution of this
fascinating problem are those which have been made by Vilfre(lo Pareto.
Professor Pareto has been intensely interested in this subject for many
years and the discussion of it runs through itearly all of his published
work. The almost inevitable result is that "Pareto's Law" appears in a
number of slightly different forms and Professor Pareto's feelings con-
cerning the "law" run all the way from treating it as inevitable and mi-
mutable to speaking of it as "merely enhI)irical."

In its best known, most famous, and most dogmatic form, Pareto's Law
runs about as follows:

1. In all countries and at all times the distribut jolt of income is such
that the upper (income-tax) ranges of the income frequency distribution
curve may be described as follows: If the logarithms of incommie sizes be
charted on a horizontal scale and the logarithms of the numbers of persom
having an income of a particular size or over 1)e charted on a vertical
scale, then the resulting observational points will lie approximately along
a straight line. In other wonis, if

x = income size and
y = number of persons having that income or larger

then logy = logb+nzlogx
ory = b?'.'

2. In all countries and at all recent times the slope of this straight line
fitted to the cumulative distribution, that is, the constant in in the equa-
tion y = bxm, will be approximately 1.5.2

3. The rigidity and universality of the two preceding conclusions strongly

tlf the cumulative djstrjl)Utjofl (cumulating from the higher towards the lwer incomes
as Pareto does) on a double log scale could he exa(tly (leseiilMd by the equation v
the non-cumulative distribution could be described by the equation V = - mbxm 1

'Stnetly. minus 1.5. though Pareto neglects the sign.
344
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suggest that the shape of the income frequency distribution curve on a
double log scale is, for all countries and at all times, inevitably the same
not, only in the upper (income-tax) range but throughout its entire length.

4. If then the nature of the whole income frequency distribution is
unchanging and unchangeable there is, of course, no possibility of economic
welfare being increased through any change in the proportion of the total
income going to the relatively poor. Economic welfare can be increased
only through increased production. In other words, Paretos Law in this
extreme form constitutes a modern substitute for the Wages Fund Doc-
trine.

This is the most dogmatic form in which the "law" appears. In his
later work Professor Pareto drew further and further away from the con-
fidence of his first. position. He had early stated that the straight line (lid
not seem adequate to describe distributions from all times and places and
had proposed more complicated equations.' He has held lilore strongly
to the significance of the similarity of slopes l)Ut he has wavered in his
faith that the lower income portions of the curve (below the income-tax
minimum) were necessarily similar for all countries and all tunes. He has
given up the suggestion that existing distributions are inevitable though
still speaking of the law as true within certain definite ranges. To translate
from his Manuel (p. 391): "Some persons would deduce from it a general
law as to the only way in which the inequality of incomes can be dimin-
ished. But such a conclusion far transcends anything that can be derived
from the premises. Empirical laws, like those with which we arc here
concerned, have little or no value outside the limits for which they were
found experimentally to be true." Indeed Professor Pareto has himself
drawn attention to so many difficulties inherent in the crude dogmatic
form of the law that this chapter must not be taken as primarily a criticism
of his work but rather as a note on the general problem of matheniaticallv
describing the frequency distribution of incomes.

Almost as soon as he had formulated his law Professor Pareto recognized
the impossibility of extrapolating the straight line formula into the lower
income ranges (outside of the income-tax data which he had been Using).
The straight line formula involves the absurdity of an infinite number of
individuals having approximately zero incomes. Professor Pareto felt
that this zero mode with an infinite ordinate was absurd. He believed
that the curve must have a definite mode at an income size well above
zero 2 and with a finite number of income recipients in the modal group.

'The inadequacy of these snore complicated equations is discussed later. See pp. 348. 363and 364.
This is, of course, not alsadutely necessary. It depends upon our defimtion of incomeand income recipient. If we include the negligible money receipts of young children living

at home we might possibly have a mode close to zero. There are few children who do not
really ea'n a few pennies each year. Compare Chart 31A page 416.



Having come to the conclusion that the income frequency distribution
curve must inevitably have a definite mode well above zero income and
tail off in bot.h directions from that mode, Professor Pareto was led to
think of the possibilities of the simplest of all frequency curves, the flojal
curve of error. However, after examination and consideration, he felt
strongly that the normal curve of error could not possibly be used. He
became convinced that the normal curve was not the law of the data for
the good and sufficient reason that the part of the data curve given by
income-tax returns is of a radically different shape from any part of a
normal curve.'

Professor Pareto finds a further argument against using the normal curve
in the irrationality of such curve outside the range of the data.
The mode of the complete frequency curve for income distribution is at
least as low as the minimum taxable income. Income-tax data prove this.
However, a normal curve is symmetrical. Hence, if a normal curve could
describe the upper ranges of the income curve as given by inconle-lax data
then in the lower ranges it would cut the y axis and pass into the second
quadrant, in other words show a large number of negative incomes.

Now, aside from the fact that this whole argument is unnecessarv if
the data themselves cannot be described even approximately by a normal
curve, Professor Pareto's discussion reveals a curious change in his middle
term. If he had said that a symmetrical curve on a natural scale with a
mode at least as low as the income-tax minimum would show unbelievably
large negative incomes we could follow him but when he states that not
only can there be no zero incomes but that there can be no incomes below
"the minimum of existence" we realize that he has unconsciously changed
the meaning of his middle term. Having examined a mass of income-tax
data, all of which were concerned with net nwney income and from these
data having formulated a law, he now apparently without realizing it,
changes the meaning of the word income from imet money inconze to money
value of commodities consumed, and assumes that those who receive a money
income less than a certain minimum must inevitably die of starvation.

'Though Pareto seems to have thoroughly understood this fact, his discussion is not al-
together satisfactory. He states that the data for the higher incomes show a larger number
of such inconies than the normal curve would indicate. This is hardly adequate. To have
stated that the upper and lower ranges showed too many incomes as compared with the middle
range would have been better. An easy way to realize clearly the impossibility of describing
income-tax data by a normal curve is to pLot a portion of the non-cumulative data on a natural
x log y basis. When so charted the data present a concave shaped curve. However, if the
data were describable by any part of a normal curve of error, they would show a convex ap-
pearance, or in the limiting case a straight line, as the equation of the normal curve of erro,

(vi yoe") becomes, on a natural z logy scale, logey1 = lo&yo - , or a second degree

parabola whose axis is perpendicular to the z axis of coordinates.
The reader must note that the limiting straight line case mentioned above is on a natural

x log y scale and not (as the Pareto straight line) on a log x log y scale. (Note concluded
page 347.)



Children receive in general negligible rnøney incomes. Many other persons
in the community are in the same position. A business man may "lose
money" in a given year, in other words he may have a negative money
income. There seems no essential absurdity in assuming that a large
number of persons receive money incomes much less than necessary to
(Note 1 page 346 concluded.)

Chart 28A showing curves fitted to observations on the heights of men illustrates the ap-
pearance of the normal curve on a natural scale and on a natural x log y scale. That chart
also illustrates another fact of importance in this discussion, namely, that fitting to a different
function of the variable gives a different fit.

DISTRIBUTION OF H(I6HTS OF 1078 M(N.
8/OME1R/lfi YOU? pills (FRY//ENS)

1-No.AL Cun Tnno io N*.iuRM. SCALE
D'.rA ar ME-n.loD or MoMEperS,Al.sO
LOGS OFSAM.

2-SECoND Dto PARABOLO' FIT-rEo TO

NATURAL x Los Y DATA BY METhoD OF
LEAST SQUARES.ALSO ANTILOGS OF5AME.

HEIGhT IN IIfCME5
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support existence. When in 1915 Austra!ia took a CCflsU of the incom
of all persons "possessed of property, or iii receipt of IIICO!I1C," OVet 14per cent of the returns showed incomes "(ICliCit. and liii." I

Professor Pareto's realization of the impossibility of describing itIco1edistributions by means of normal curves led him to the curious eonclu0that such distributions were somehow unique and Could not be explainedupon any "chance" hypothesis. "The shape of the curve which is fur-nished us by statistics, does not correspond at all to the CUrVe of errors,that is to say 2 to the form which the curve would have if the acquisitj0and conservation of wealth depended only on chance." 3
Moreover, whileProfessor Paretos further suggestion of possible heterogeneity in the datacorresponds we believe to the facts, his reason for making such a sug-gestion, namely that the data cannot he adequatel (lescIj})ed by anormal curve, is irrelevant.' ''Chance" data distributions are no longerthought of as necessarily in any vav similar to the normal CUrVC Eyeerror distributions commonly depart widely front the normalThe best. known system of mathematical frequency Curves, that ofKarl Pearson, is intended to describe homogeneous material and isbased upon a probability foundation, yet the 110mm! curve is onlyone of the miiany and diverse forms ytel(!ed by his fundamentaldlogy x+aequn ion

dx b0 + b1x + b2x
While Pareto's Law in its straightS line form was at least an interestingsuggestion, his efforts to amend the law have not been fruitful. His at-tempts to sul)stitute logIN loA - a log(x + a) or even lo&N

lo&A - a log(x + a) - $x for the simpler log N = log A - a logxhave not materially advanced the subject.e The more complicated curveshave the same fundamental drawbacks as the simpler one. Among otherpeculiarities they involve the same al)surditv of an infinite number ofpersons in the modal interval and none below the mode. Along with thedoubling of the number of constants, there comes of course the possibility
of improving the fit within the range of the data. Such improvement is,however, purely artificial and empirical and without special significance,as can be easily appreciated by noticing the mnatheniatical clmaracteristiof the equation.

A number of other statisticians have at various times fitted differenttypes of frequency curves to distributions of income, wages, rents, wealth,
'Compare Table 29A.

My italics.
Manuel. p. 38.5. See also Cours, pp. 416 and 417.

'Vid ('ours, pp. 416 and 417.
& Professor A. W. Flux in a review of Pareto's Co'u-a d'Econom Ic Pot itique (Economic Journoi,March, 1897) drew attention to the inadequacy of Pareto's concept ion of what were and whatwere not "chance' data.
'Cf. ('ours, vol. 11, p. 305, note.
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or allied data.' However, no one has advanced such claims for a "law"
of income 2 distribution as were at one time made by Professor Pareto.
When considering the possibility of helpfully describing the distribution
of income by any simple mathematical expression, one inevitably begins
by examining "Pareto's Law." It is so outstanding. Let us therefore
examine Pareto's Law.

1. Do income distributions, when plotted on a double log scale,
approximate straight lines closely enough to give such approxi-
mation much significance?

Before attempting to answer this question it is of course necessary to
decide how we shall obtain the straight line with which comparisons are
to be made.

Professor Pareto fitted straight lines directly by the method of least
squares to the cumlda give distribution plotted on a double log scale. The
disadvantage of this procedure is that, though one may obtain the straight
line which best fits the cumulaLive distribution, such a straight line may be
anything but an admirable fit to the non-cumulaüve figures. For example,
if a straight line be fitted by the method of least squares to Prussian re-
turns for 1886 (as given by Professor Pareto) the total number of income
recipients within the range of the data is, according to the fitted straight
line, only 5,399,000 while the actual number of returns was 5,557,000,
notwithstanding the fact that Prussia, 1886, is a sample which runs much
more nearly straight than is usual. How bad the discrepancy may be
where the data do not even approximate a straight line is seen in Professor
Pareto's Oldenburg material. There the least-squares straight line fitted

to the cumulative distribution on a double log scale gives 91,222 persons
having incomes over 300 marks per annumwhile the data give only 54,309.

'Among others, Karl Pearson, F. Y. Edgeworth. Henry L. Moore, A. L. Bowley, Lucien
March, J. C. Kapteyn, C. Bresciarii, C. Cmi, F. Savorgnan.

'Professor H. L. Moore, in his Laws of Waie.s. is concerned primarily with we pee not
iflCOU1C.Professor J. C. Kapteyn has presented a pretty but somewhat hypothetical argument sug-
gesting that the skewness in the income frequency curve should be such that plotting on a
log z basis would eliminate it.

"In several cases we feel at once that the effect of the causes of deviation cannot be inde-
pendent of the dimension of the quantities observed. In such eases we may conclude at once
that the frequency curve will be a skew one. To take a single earnI)le:

Suppose 1000 men to begin trading, each with the same capital: in order to see how their
wealth will he distributed after the lapseof 10 years, consider first what will be their condition
at some earlier epoch, say at the end of the fifth year.

"We may admit that a certain trader A will then only possess a capital of £100, while
another may possess £100,000.

Now if a certain cause of gain or loss comes to operate, what will happen?
'For instance: Let the price of an article in which both A and B have investedtheir capital,

rise or fall. Then it will be evident that if the gain or loss of A be £10, that of 13 will not be
£10, but £10,000; that is to say, the effect of this cause will not be independent of the capital,
but proportional to it."

J. C. Kapteyn. Skew Frequenci' Curves in Bsolopy and Statistics, p. 13.
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The reason for this peculiarity of the fIt to the CUfliulatiy distributjobecomes clear when we remember that the least-squares straigin line mayeasily deviate widely from the flrt (lattim point while a straight line givingthe same number of income recipients as the data must necessarily pthrough the first datum point.'
A straight line fitted in such a manner that the total nwnber of persons and total amount of income correspond to the data for these itemsgives what seems a much more intelligible fit. Char 2811 to 28G showcumulative United States frequency distribution5 from the IflCOne..taxreturns for the years 1914 to 1919 on a double log scale (Professor Pareto'ssuggestion). Two straight lines are fitted to each dist.ributio,j_.ne asolid least-squares line fitted to the cumulative data points and theother a dotted line so fitted that the total number of persons and totalamount of income correspond to the data figures. \Vhjfe the least_squaresline may appear much the better fit to these cumulative data, a mereglance at Tables 28B to 28G will reveal the fact that such a line is, tosay the least, a less interpretable fit to the non-cumulative distribUtion 2It is, of course, evident that neither line is in any year a sufficiently goyjfit to the actual non-cumulative distribution to have much significanNo mathernaties is necessaly to demonstrate this.3

'e. g. in the case of Prussia, 1886, the first datum point is x = over 300M" andy =persons.
2 Professor Warren M. Persons discussed the fit of the least-squares straight line to ProfessorPareto's Prussian data for 1892 and 1902 in the Quarterly Journg4 of Econo,njrs, May, 1909,and demonstrated the badness of fit of that line to those'The income returned for the years 1914 and 1915 was estimated from the numi,r of re-turns. Income is not given in the reports for those years.In fitting straight lines to the data of Tables 281t to 28G the lowest income interval (inwhich married persons making a joint return are exempt) has alway8 been omitted. To haveincluded in our calculations these lowest intervais would have increasiJ still further the badness of the fit in the other intervals.
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TABLE 28B

UNITED STATES INCOME-TAX RETURNS 1914

357

A B C -- ____

Income cla
U. S. in-
come-tax straight line

Straight line
giving

correct total
returns and

Per
cent
A is

Per
cent
A is

income ofB ofC

$ 3,000-S 4,000 (82,754)
4,000- 5,000 66525 101,241 84,683 65.7 78.6
5,000- 10,000 127,448 160,545 115,347 79.4 110.5

10,000- 15,000 34,141 38,630 32,716 88.4 104.4
15,000- 20,000 15,790 15,833 14,102 99.6 112.0
20,000- 25,000 8,672 8,230 7,589 105.4 114.3
25000- 30,000 5,483 4,879 4 631 112.4 118.4
30,000- 40,000 6,008 5,380 5267 111.7 114 1
40,000- 50,000 3,185 2793 2,835 114.0 112.3
50,000- 100,000 5,161 41430 4,756 116.5 108.5

100,000- 150,000 1,189 1,065.5 1,241 111.6 95.8
150,000- 200,000 406 437.3 535 92.8 75.9
200,000- 250,000 233 227.1 288.1 102.6 80.9
250,000- 300,000 130 134.6 175.5 96.6 74.1
300,000- 400,000 147 148.46 199.9 99.0 73.5
4O(,000- 500,000 69 77.06 107.6 89.5 64.1
500,000-1,000,000 114 122.20 180.4 93.3 63.2

1,000,000 and over 60 62.78 107.5 95.6 55.8

Total (over$4,000) 274,761 344,256.00 274,761.0
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TABLE 28C

UNITED STATES INCOME-TAX RETURNS,l

A B

Least-
squares

straight line

C

Strdight line
giving

correct total
returns and

income

Pe
cent
Ais
of B

Per
cent
An

of C

Income class
U. S. in-
come-tax
returns

$ 3,000-$ 4,000 (69,045)
4,000- 5,000
5,000- 10,000

10,000- 15,000
15,001)- 20,000
20,000- 25,000
25,000- 30,000
30,000- 40,000
40,000- 50,000
50,000- 100,000

100,000- 150,000
150,000- 200,000
200,000- 250,000
250,000- 300,000
300,000- 400,000
400,000- 500,000
500,000-1,000,000

1,000,000 and over

58,949 92,064 68,540 64.0120,402 154,507 119,634 86.0
34,102 40,358 77.9 100.633,013 84.5 103.316,475 17,406 14, 724 94.7 111.99,707 9,372 8,124 103 .6 119.56,196 5,716 5,050 108.4 122.77,005 6.508 5,875 107.6 119.24,100 3,503 3,241 117.0 126.56,847 5,880 5,653 116.4 121.11,793 1,538 1,5410 116.7 114.9724 662.5 695.4 109.3 1011386 356.6 383 .8 108.2 100.0 J216 217.5 238 .6 99.3 90.5254 247.7 277.6 102.5 91.5122 133.3 153.2 91.5 79.6209 223.8 267. 1 93.4 78.2120 133 .6 177.3 89.8 67.7

Total (over $4,000) 1267,607 338,825.0 267,607.0



UNITED STATES INcOME-TAX RETURNS, 1916

A B C

u s Straight line Per Per
Income class Least-squares giving correct cent cent

returns straight line total returns A is A is
and income of B of C

$ 3,000-S 4,000 (85,122)
4,000- 5,000 72,027 139,096 86,588 51.8 83.25,000- 6,000 52,029 84,759 54,221 61.4 96.06,000- 7,000 36,470 56,533 36,899 64.5 98.87,000- 8,000 26,444 39,846 26,516 66.4 99.78,030- 9,000 19,959 29,292 19,801 68. 1 100.89,000- 10,000 15,651 22,529 15,445 69.5 101.310,000- 15,000 45,309 60,668 42,879 74 7 105.715,000- 20,000 22,618 26,120 19,311 86.6 117.120,000- 25,000 12,933 14,044 10,726 92.2 120.825,030- 30,000 8,055 8,558 6,705 94.1 120.130,009- 40,000 10,068 9,731 7,854 103. .5 128.240,000- 30,000 5,611 5,232 4,362 107.2 128.650,000- 60,000 3,621 3,189 2,730 113.5 132.660,000- 70,000 2,548 2,126 1,867 119.8 137.270,000- 80,000 1,787 1,499 1,334.8 119.2 133.980,000- 90,000 1,422 1,102 996.8 129.0 142.790,000- 100,000 1,074 847 777.5 126,8 138.1100,000- 150,000 2,900 2,282.1 2,158.4 127.1 134.4150,000- 200,000 1,284 982.6 972.1 130.7 1.32.1200,000- 250,000 726 528.2 539.9 137.4 134.5250,000- 300,000 427 321.9 337.6 132.6 126.5300,000- 400,000 469 366.1 395.3 12.1 118.6400,000- .500,000 245 196.8 219.6 124.5 111.6500,000-1,000,000 376 329.6 387.4 114.1 97.11,000,000-1,500,000 97 85.83 108.7 113.0 89.21500,000-2000,000 42 36.96 48.88 113.6 85.92,000,000-3,000,000 34 31.98 44.19 106.3 76.93,000,000-4,000,000 14 13.77 19.91 101.7 70.34000000-5,000,000 9 7.40 11.05 121.6 81.4

5,000,000 and over 10 19.76 32.87 50.6 30.4
Total (over $4,000) 344,279 510,374.00 344,279.00
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Total (over $2,000)

UNITED 8TAT1$ INCOME-TAX in'

TABLE 28E

1,832,132 2,123,640 00 1.832.132.0) To

A B 1'

Per
cent

of C

Income class
U. S.

income-tax Least-squares
returns straight line

Straight line
giving c()ITeC
total returns
and income

Per
cent
Ais
of B

$ 1,000-s 2,000 (1,640,758)
2,000- 2,500
2,500.- 3,000
3,000- 4,000
4,000- 5,000
5,000- 6,000
6,000- 7,000
7,000- 8,000
8,000- 9,000
9,000- 10,000

10,000- 11,000
11,000- 12,000
12,000- 13,000
13,000- 14,000
14,000- 15,000
15,000- 20,000
20.000- 25,000
25,000- 30,000
30,000- 40,000
40,000- 50,000
50,000- 60,000
60,000- 70,000
70,000- 80,000
80,000- 90,000

480,486
358,221
374,953
185,805
105,988

(14,010
44,363
31,769
24,536
19,221
15,035
12,328
10,427
8,789

29,896
16,806
10,571
12,733
7,087
4,541
2,954
2,222
1,539

618,069
367,835
407,366
212,569
126,507
82,746
57,357
41,556
31,551
24,097
19,412
15,707
12,751
10,709
34,161
17,825
10,609
11,749
6,130
3,649
2,387
1,653.5
1,198.5

517,512
284,620
376,117
184.854
111,097
73,3
51,285
37,362
28,551
21,000
17,747
14,440
11,761
9,909

31,891
16.876
10,150
11,3S5
6,021
3,622
2,391
1,672

77 7
4

92 0
87 4
83 8

77 3
76 4
77 8
79 8
77 5
78 5
81 8
82 1
87 5
9
99 6

108 4
1156
124 4
123 8
134 4

92 8
125 9
997

100 s

87 3
86 5
85 0
8,5 9
87 8
84 7

99 6
104 1
111 8
1177
125 4
123 5
132 9

S

7

90,000- 100,000
100,000- 150,000
150,000- 200,000
200,000- 250,000
250,000- 300,000
300,000- 400,000
400,000- 500,000
500,000- 750,000
730,000-1,00o,000

1,000,000-1,500,000
l,500,000-2,000,000
2,000,000-3,000,0(J0
3,000,000-4,000,000
4,000,000-5,000,000
5,000,000 and over

1,183 910.0
3,302 2384.4
1,302 985.2

703 514.1
342 305.9
380 338.9
179 176.8
225 199.96

90 82.61
67 68.77
33 28.42
24 23.65
5 9.77
8 5.10
4 12.42

1,217 9
9308

2,469 5
1,039 6

5505
3308
371 2
196 3
22556
94.97
80.51
33.90
28.71
12.10
6.40

16.351

128 4
1300
1385
132 2
1367
1118
1121
101 2
1125
1089
974

116 1
101 5
512

1569
32 2

126 4
i
1337
125 2
1277
1034
1024
91 2
998
948
832
973
83,6
413

1250
246

4.

1

30
40

7
1,
1,
2,

5,000

c



er
It
C

.8
-' .7'''5
5.4

:7.3
86.5

85.9
87.8
84.7
8.5.4
8.7
8.7

p93.7

11.8
17.7
25.4
23.5
32.9
.26.4
27.1
33 .7
:25 .2
27.7
.03.4
02.4
91.2
99.8
94.8
83.2
97.3
83.6
41.3
25.0
24.6
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TABLE 28P

UNITED STATES INCOME-TAX RETURNS, 1918
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A B C -

Income class
u. s.

income-tax Least-squares
straight line

Straight line
giving correct
total returns
and income

Per
cent
A i
of B

Per
cent
A is
of C

$ 1,000-s 2,000 (1,516,938)
2,000- 3,000 1,496,878 1,375,372 1,470,366 108.8 101.8
3,000- 4,000 610095 537,892 566,044 113.4 107.8
4,000- 5,000 322,241 269,674 280,477 119.5 114.9
5,000- 6,000 126,554 155,513 160,366 81.4 78.9
6,000- 7,000 79,152 99,102 101,389 79.9 78.1
7,0(X)- 8,000 51,381 67,184 68,258 76.5 75.3
8,000- 9,000 35,117 47,740 48,266 73.6 72 8
9,000- 10,000 27,152 35,628 33,795 76.2 75.9

10,000- 11 000 20414 26,793 20,832 76.2 76.1
11,000- 12:000 16:371 21,283 21,231 76.9 77.1
12,000- 13,000 13,202 16,999 16,873 77.7 78.2
13,000- 14,000 10,882 13,6.38 13,515 79.8 80.5
14,000- 15,000 9,123 11,328 11,165 80.5 81.7
15,000- 20,000 30,227 35,214 34,486 85.8 87.7
20,000W- 25,000 16,330 17,654 17,097 92.6 95.6
25,000- 30,000 10,206 10,181 9,762 109.2 104.5
30,000- 40,000 11,887 10,886 10,336 109.2 115.0
40,000- 50,000 6,449 5,458 5,121 118.2 125.9
50,000- 60,000 3,720 3,147 2,928 118.2 127.0
60,000- 70,000 2,441 2006 1,852 121.7 131.8
70,000- 80,000 1,691 1:359.5 1,246 124.4 135.7
80,000- 60,000 1,210 966.2 8.S14 125.2 137.3
90,000- 100,000 934 721.0 65.3.7 129.5 142.9

100,000- 150,000 2,358 1,822.3 1,636.3 129.4 144.1
150,000- 200,000 866 712.7 629.8 121.5 137.5
200,000- 250,000 401 357.3 312.1 112.2 128.5
250,000- 300,000 247 205.0 178.3 119.9 138.5
300,000- 41)0,000 260 220.3 188.7 118.0 137.8
400,000- 500,000 122 110.5 93.55 110.4 130.4
500,000- 750.000 132 119.28 99.70 110.7 132.4
750,000-1000000 46 46.66 38.36 9S.6 119.9

1,000,000-115001000 33 36.88 29.88 89.5 110.4
1,500,000-2,000.000 16 14.42 11.50 111.0 139.1
2,000,000-3,000,000 11 11.40 8.96 96.5 122.8
3,000,000-4,000,000 4 4.46 3.44 89.7 116.3
4,000,000-5,000,000 2 2.24 1.71 89.3 117.0
5,000,000 and over 1 4.86 360 20.6 27.8

Total (over $2,000) 2,908,170 2,769,408.00 2,908,176.00



UNITED STATES INtOME-TAX RETURNS, 1919

A B C

. .
Straight line Per PerLeast-square giving correet cent cejIncome class 8traight line total returns A is A isreturns and income of B of C

$ 1,000-$ 2,000 (1,924,872)
2,000- 3,000 1,569,741 1,98-1,285 1,673,688 79.1 93.83,000- 4,000 742,334 764,739 660,950 97 1 112.34,000- 5,000 438,154 319,330 333,645 115.5 131.35,000- 6000 167,005 216,921 193,470 77.0 86.36000- 7:000 199.674 137,278 123,953 79.9 8857000- 8,000 73,719 92,511 84,273 79.7 758,000- 9,000 50486 65,403 60,066 77.2 84.19,000- 10,000 37:967 48,583 4-1,980 78 1 84410.000- 11,009 28,499 36,386 33.887 78.3

11000- 12,000 22,841 28,790 27,027 793 84512000- 13,000 18,423 22,921 21,600 80.4 85.313,000- 14,000 15,248 18,329 17,395 83.2 7714,000- 15,000 12,841 15,181 14,459 84.6 88.815,000- 20,000 42,028 46,868 45,162 89.7 93.1
20,000- 25,000 22,605 23,249 22,797 97.2 oo25,000- 30,000 13,769 13 294 13,228 103.6 1(}4
30,000-- 40,000 15,410 14:084 14,219 109.4 108.4
40,000- 50,000 8,298 0,986 7,178 118.8 115.6
50,000- 60,000 5,213 3,994 4,162 130.5 125.3
60,000- 70,000 3,190 2,528 2,665 126.4 119.9
70,000- 80,000 2,237 1,704 1,813 131.3 123.4
80,000- 00000 1,561 1,205 1,292 129.5 120.890,000- 100,000 1,113 894 968.3 124.5 114.9

100,000- 150,000 2,983 2240 2,461.5 133.2 121.2
150,000- 200,000 1092 '863.2 971.6 126.5 112.4200000- 250,000 '522 428.1 490.4 121.9 1964
250:000- 300,000 250 245.0 284.4 102.0 57.0
300,000- 400,000 285 259.2 306 .0 110.0 93.1
400,000- 500,000 140 128.6 154.4 198.9 clj.'
500,000- 750,000 129 137.32 168.2 93.9 76.7
750,000-1,000,000 60 52.89 6&4 113.4 90.4

1,000,000-1,500,000 34 41.25 52.95 82.4 61.2
1,500,000-2,000,000 13 15.89 20.90 81.8 62.2
2,000.000-3,000,000 7 12.40 16.68 56.5 42.03,000,000andover 11 12.15 17.27 90.5 63.7

Total (over $2,000) 3,407,888 3,929,905.00 3,407,888.00



I Why do the least-squares straight lines appear graphically such good
fits to the cumulative distributions (for at least the later years) whet, a
merely arithmetic analysis shows even this fit to the cumulative data to
be so illusory? Because the percentage range in the number of persons is so
extremely wide. The deviations of the cumulative data on a double log
scale from the least-squares straight line are minute when compared with
the percentage changes in the data from the smallest to the largest inco,nes.
But this is not helpful. The fact that there are 100,000 times as many
persons having incomes over $2,000 per annum as there are persons
having incomes over $5,000,000 per annum, does not make a theoretical
reading for a particular income interval of twenty or thirty per cent over
or under the data reading an unimportant deviation. Charting data on
a double log scale may thus become a fertile source of error unless ac-
companied by careful interpretation.' This fact has long been recognized
by engineers and others who have had much experience with similar prob-
lems in curve fitting.

Another matter of some importance must be noted here. The devia-
tions of the data from the straight lines might be much less than they are
and yet constitute extremely bad fits. The data points (even on a non-
cumulative basis) do not flutter erratically from side to side of the fitted lines;
they run smoothly, passing through the fitted line at small angles in the way
that one curve cuts another. Now, in curve fitting, such a condition always
strongly suggests that the particular mathematical curve used is not in
any sense the "law" of the data.

2. Are the slopes of the straight lines fitted to income data
from different times and places similar in any significant degree?

1 The dangers of fitting curves with such a combination as a cumulative distribution and
a double log scale, without further analysis, is well illustrated by the results Professor Pareto
obtained for Oldenburg. To the Oldenburg data he fitted the rather complicated equation
log N log A - a log (x + a) - Bx and obtained the following results. (The value Pareto
gives for , namely .0000631, does not check with his calculated bgures given below. =
.0000274 i evidently what he intended.)

PARETO'S LAW 36,3

(From Cours d'Econornie PoWiquc, vol. II. p. 307.)
The above table may give the reader a vague idea that the fit is rather good. However,

from the above table the following table may be directly derived:
(Note concluded page 364.)

Income in
marks (over) N

Logarithms of N

Observed Calculated

300
600
900

1.500
3,000
6,000
9.000

15,300
30.000

54,309
24,043
16.660
9,631
3.502

994
445
140

25

4.7349
4.3810
4.2217
3.9837
3.5443
2.9974
2.6484
2.1401
1.3979

4_7349
4.4368
4.2394
3.9409
3.5008
2.9997
2.6671
2.1838
1.3364

.0558.0086
+ .0428
+ .0435.0023.0187.0377
+ .0615
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If income distributions charted on a double log scale not only cannot
be approximately represented by straight lines, but also differ radically
(Note 1 page 363 concluded.)

Income in marks

300- 600
600- 900
900- 1,500

1,500- 3,000
3,000- 6,000
6,000- 9,000
9,000-15,300

15,300-30,000
Over 30,000

Total

Aetual

30,266
7,383
7,029
6,129
2,508

549
305
115
25

54,309

Number of persons

Conii,utcd

26,969
10,:342
8,270
5,560
2,169

534
312
131
0')

54.309

The fit no longer impresses one as quite so good. See Chart 2SH bplw.

Per cent actual are
of computed

112.2
71.4
85.0

110.2
115.6
102.8
97 8
87.8

113.6

100.0

CHART 2811

OLD(IIBURG INCOME TAX RETURNS
1890

CUMULATIVE IREQUENCY DISTPIBuT1Ct
WITH iWO ITTtO CURVLS

(I)Ij $f 1-t32//qqz (Itths)
y .vtw-ic ,' (xa,0twV;,r

(i%rsh,'s sac'qopvzMs1)
5c.Iea Logarithmic

-0oo
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in shape, it is of course not of great importance whether the straight lines
fitted to such data from different times and places have or have not ap-
proximately constant slopes. For example, a comparison of Chart 280
showing the cumulative distribution of United States income-tax returns
for 1915 on a double log scale and Chart 28F showing similar data for
1918, makes it plain that, even were the slopes of the fitted straight lines
for the two years identical, the data curves would still be so different as
to make the similarity of slope of the fitted lines of almost no significance.'

In considering slopes, let us examine further both the data and the
fitted lines for these two years 1915 and 1918. Tables 281 and 28J give
some numerical illustrations of the differences between the distributions
for the two years. Table 281 gives the number of returns in each income
interval each year and the percentages that the 1918 figures are of the
1915 figures.

TABLE 281

COMPARISON OF UNITED STATES INCOME-TAX RETURNS FOR
1915 AND 1918

a The 13,000-44.000 class is not included, as in 1915 married persons in that class were
exempted while in 1918 they were not.

The change as we pass from the $4,000-$5,000 interval, where the 1918
figures are nearly five-and-a-half times the 1915 figures, to the intervals
above $500,000, where the 1918 figures are actually less than the 1915
figures, illustrates the great and fundamental difference between the slopes

of the two distributions. However, such a comparison of unadjusted
'Compare also the deviations from the fitted lines as given in Tables 28C and 2SF.

I

Income class
Number of returns Ratio of 1918

to 19151915 1918

$ 4,0003-1 5,000
5,000- 10,000

58,949
120,402

322,241
319,350

5.4664
2.6524

10,000- 15,000 34,102 69,992 2.0524
15,000- 20,000
20,000- 25,000
25,000- 30,000
30,000- 40,000
40,000- 50,000
50,000- 100,000

100,000- 150,000
150,000- 200,000
200,000- 250,000
250,000-300,000
300,000- 400,000
400,000- 500,000
500,000-1,000,000

1,000,000 and over

16,475
9,707
6,196
7,005
4,100
6,847
1,793

724
386
216
254
122
209
120

30,227
16,350
10,206
11,887
6,449
9,996
2,358

866
401
247
260
122
178
67

1.8347
1.6844
1.6472
L6961)
1.5729
1.4599
1. 3151
1. 1961
1.0389
1. 1435
1.0236
1.0000

8517
.5583
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money intervals, while it throws into relief the differences in slope of the
two distributions, is by no means as enlightening for purpo.scs of exhibiting
their other essential dissimilarities as a comparison of the two sets of dataafter they have been adjusted for changes in average (per capita) income
and changes in population. Table 28J gives some comparisons between thedata for the two years and between the fitted lines for the two years onsuch an adjusted basis. Two intervals, one in the relatively low incomerange and the other in the high income range, are used to illustrate the
essentially different character of the distributions for the two years.

TABLE 28J

cOMPARISONS OF UNITED STATES INCOME-TAXRETURNS FOR TIlE YEARS 1915 AD1915 ADJUSTED FOR CHANGES IN AVERAGE (PER CAPITA) INCOME AND ChANGESIN POPULATION

ACTUAl. INCOME-TAX DATA

STRAIGHT LINES FflI'ED TO GIVE THE SAME TOTAL NUMBEr6 OF RETURNS AND THESAME TOTAL INCOME AS THE INCOME-TAX DATA

LEAST-SQUARES STRAIGHT LINES

Income intervals Number of returns
(1) (2)

Fraction of

1915

population
(I)

Ratio of
Column (4)

to Column (3
lOIS 1918 191S

Between 12 and 13
times average income 21.190 31.197 00021099 06029945 1.4193

Between 1.200and 1,300
times average inconie 43.85 20.37 .0000004366 .000000195.5 .4478

Over 12 times average
income 248,600 271,452 0024753(3 00260361 1 .0526

Amount n dollars Per cent of total income

Over 12 times average 1915 1918 1915 1918
income $4,283,010,733 35.312.832,516 11.9% 8.7% 7311

Income intervals Number of returns
(I) (2)

Fraction of population
(3) (II

Ratio of
Column (4)

to Column (3)
1915 1918 1915 1918

Between l2and 13
tunes average income 24,510 42,460 .0002440.5 00040756 1.6700

Between 1,200 and 1.300
times average income 54 .73 .000000135814.13 .000000.5.430 2492

Income intervals Number of returns
(1) (2)

Fraction of
(3)

1915

populat ion
(4

1918

R*tio of
Column (4)

to Column (3)
1915 1918

Between 12 and 13
times average income 32,886 41.730 00032745 .00010056 1.2233

Between 1,200 and 1,300
times average income 47.63 17.10 0000004743 .0000001611 3460
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NOTES TO TABLE 28J
"Average Income" Intervals

367

Table 28J needs little discussion. In the section treating actual income-
tax data we notice that while the adjusted number of returns in the lower
income interval 1 increased 4L93 per cent from 1915 to 1918, the adjusted
number of returns in the upper income interval 2 decreased 55.22 per cent.
Moreover, while the adjusted total number of returns above the "12-times-
average-income" point increased 5.26 per cent, the adjusted amount of
income reported in these returns decreased 26.89 per cent.

Such figures suggest a rather radical change in the distribution of in-
come during this short three-year period. Similar conclusions may be
drawn from the figures for the two pairs of fitted lines, though we must
of course remember that these lines describe only very inadequately the
actual data. The lines so fitted as to give each year the same total number
of returns and total amount of income as the data for that year yield
sensational results. While the adjusted number of returns in the lower
income-interval increased 67 per cent, the adjusted number of returns
in the upper income-interval decreased 75.08 per cent.

Finally, it has been suggested that changes in the characteristics of the
tax-income-distribution in the United States from 1915 to 1918 may be
accounted for as the results of the increase in the surtax rates with 1917.
We do not believe any large part of these changes can be so accounted
for. Notwithstanding the fact that the country entered the European
war during the interval, the difference between the 1915 distribution and
the 1918 distribution in the United States, extreme as it is, cannot be said
to be unreasonably or unbelievably great.. Even the changes in the slope
of the least-squares line are not phenomenal. Pareto's Prussian figures
contain fluctuations in slope from 1.60 to 1.89 while the slope of the
least-squares straight line fItted to his Basle data is only 1.25. The

'Between 12 and 13 times the average income (per capita) each year.
2 Between 1,200 and 1,300 times the average income (per capita) each year.

1915 1918
Average income

12 times average income
13

1.2001,300"

$ 358
4.296
4,654

429.600
465,400

8 588
7.032
7,618

703.200
761,800

Equations of Fitted Straight Lines on a Cumulative Double Log Basis

Lines giving correct total
Least-squares lines number of returns and

total income
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

3' =
y
3t =
y =
y

11.153322i.559256x
lO.643299-1.419579x
lO.839835t.424638x
1t.410606-1.539996x
12.033697-1.693823x
12.Sl0SGSi.734802x

y 10.557242-1.420936x
y = 10.202382 - 1.325598 a
y - lO.2I27O2--1.298088x
y Il.l70980-1.486817x
y 12.202452 1.738497 a
y = 12.036155-1.687258x
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slopes of the least-squares straight lines fitted to the Amerjcaii data are
1.42 for 1915 and 1.69 for 1918.

3. If the upper income ranges (or "tails") of inco disLrjbut05
were, when charted on a double log scale, closely imilar in shape
would that fact justify the assumption that the lower income rang
were likewise closely similar?

Before attempting to answer the above question, let us summarize the
case we have just made against believing the "tails" significantly similar.
We can then discuss how much inWortanee such similarity would have
did it exist.

We have found upon examination that the approximation to straight
lines of the tails of income distributions plotted OH double log scales is
specious; t.hat the slopes of the fitted straight lines differ sufficiently to
produce extreme variations in the relative number of income recipien
in the upper as compared with the lower income ranges of the tails;
that the upper and lower income ranges of the actual data for different
times or places tell a similar story of extreme variation; and that the
irregularities in shape of the tails of the actual data, entirely aside
from any question of approximating or not, approximating straight lines
of constant slope, vary greatly from year to year and from country to
country, ranging all the way from the irregularities of such distributions
as the Oldenburg data, through the American data for 1914, 1915 and 1916
to such an entirely different act of irregularities as those seen in the Amer-
ican data for 19181.

At this stage of the discussion the reader may ask whether a general
appearance of approximating straight lines on a double log scale, poor as the
actual fit may be found to be under analysis, has not some meaning, some
significance. The answer to this question must be that, if we were not deal-
ing with a frequency distribution but with a correlation table showing a
relationship between two variables, an approximation of the regression lines
to linearity when charted on a double log scale might easily be the clue
to a first approximation to a rational law; but that, on the other hand, ap-
proximate linearity in the kill of a frequencg distribution charted on a double
log scale signifies relatively little because it is such a common charao
teristic of frequency distributions of many and varied types.

The straight line on a double log scale or, in other words, the equation
y = bxw, when used to express a relationship between two variables, is, to
quote a well-known text on engineering mathematics, "one of the mo6t
useful classes of curves in engineering." 2 In deciding what type of equa-
tion to use in fitting curves by the method of least squares to data

'Compare Charth 2811. 2813, 280, 28D and 28F.
'P. Steinznetg, Bngireering Maihema&., p. 210.
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cerning two variables the texts usually mention y = bxm as "a quite coin-
mon case." A recent author writes, "simple curves which approximate
a large number of empirical tlata are the parabolic and hyperbolic curves.
The equation of such a curve is y = axb [y = br'I, parabolic for b positive
and hyperbolic for b negative." 2 A widely used text on elementary
mathematics speaks of the equation y = bxm as one of "the three funda-
mental functions" in practical mathematics.3 The market for "logarith-
mic paper" shows what a large number of two-variable relationships may
be approximated by this equation. Moreover this equation is often a
close first approximation to a rational law. Witness "Boyle's Law." In-
deed, sufficient use has not been made of this curve in economic discus-
sions of two-variable problems.

The primary reason why approximation to linearity on a double log
scale has no such significance in the case of the fail of a frequency distribu-
tion as it often has in the case of a two-variable problem is because of
the very fact that we are considering the tail of the distribution, in other
words, a mere fraction of the data: While frequency distributions which
can be described throughout their length by a curve of the type y = bxm are
extremely rare, a large percentage of all frequency distributions have tails
approximating straight lines on a double log scale.4 It is astonishing how
many homogeneous frequency distributions of all kinds may be described
with a fair degree of adequacy by means of hyperbolas fitted to the data
on a double log scale. Along with this characteristic goes, of course, the
possibility of fitting to the tails of such distributions straight lines approxi-
mately parallel to the asymptotes of the fitted hyperbola. However we
have by no means adequately described an hyperbola when we have
stated the fact that one of its asymptotes is (of course) a straight line and
that its slope is such and such. Had we even similar information con-
cerning the other asymptote also, we should know little about the hyper-
bola or the frequency distribution which it would describe on a double
log scale. The hyperbola might coincide with its asymptotes and hence
have an anjle at the mode or it might have a very much rounded "top."
Such a variation in the shape of the top of the hyperbola 6 would generally
correspond to a very great variation in the scatter or "inequality" of the
distribution as well as many other characteristics.

1 D. P. Bartlett, Method of Least Squares. p. 33.
'J. Lipka, Graphical and Mechanical Computation, p. 128.
'C. S. Slichter, Elementary Mathematical Analysis, preface.
4 A very large percentage of the remainder have tails approzimating straight lines on a

natural x log y basis.
'N. B. Not a straighl line on the double log scale, which is a so-called hyperbola on the

natural scale, but a true conic section hyperbola on the double log scale.
Charts 28K and 28L (Earnings per Hour of 318,946 Male Employees in 1919) illustrate

how ezeellent a fit may often be obtained by means of an hyperbola even though fitted only
by selected points. A comparison of the least-squares parabola and the selected-points
hyperbola on Chart 28K ifiustrates also the straight-tail effect.

'Compare Karl Pearson's concept of ' kurtosis.
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Rough similarity in the tails of two distributions oi a dDuble log scale
by no means proves even rough similarity in the re:nainder of the dis-.
tributions. Charts 28M, 28N, 280 and 28P illustrate b31 cu:nulatively

CHART H

AThI OICCYOUOW
OF

ATL3 OF WAG!.5 PER HOUR
'OR

T22( MALL £MPLOYU5

RfllR&kOWUUSUSTtY
IN ThE V.3. IN 1hZ

_LIc

WAG IN as P HOUR

I0 S IS 25 1



Wupcy OiSTpiBW
AT5 OP WAGES PtiIOIJR
7?,2P MALE UIPL5Yf.E5

SiAUIIIW*f5CEPI6I,UUSTl,
iP ISE 0.5. IM 1817.

th&t

and non-cwnulatively on a double log scale two wages dist rilutions whose
extreme tails appear roughly to approximate straight lines of about equalslope.' Charts 28M and 28N are from data Concerning wages per hour
of 72,291 male employees in the slaughtering and meat-packing industryin 1917; 2 Charts 280 and 28P are from data concerning wages per hourof 180,096 male eniloyees in 32 rnanufactuiitig industries in tl)e UnitedStates in 1900.' A mere glance at the two non-ciiuiulatjve distributionswill bring home the fact that while they show consi(leral)le similarity inthe upper income range tails, they are quite (hissitnilar in the remainderThe illustration shows only "rough similarity" iii the extreme tails. However, thereseems no good reason for believing that e'en great similarity in the tails proves similarityin the rest of the distribution. It certainly cannot do so in the ease of essentially hetero-geneous distributions, such 3.5 in Conic (lItfll)Utj,)f,S,

'Bureau of Labor Statjstje Bulletin No. 252.'Twelfth Census of the United States (1900), Spec eat Report on Employees and Woge'i,Davis R. Dewey.
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of the curves. Moreover, in spite of this similarity of tails, the slaughtering
and meat-packing distribution has a coefficient of variation of 30.5 while
the manufacturing distribution has a coefficient of 47.7. In other words,
the relative scatter or "inequality of distribution" is more than one-and-a-
half times as great in the manufacturing data as it is in the slaughtering
and meat-packing data. Furthermore, no (liscussion and explanation of
greater essential heterogeneity in the one distribution than in the other
will offset the fact that the tails are similar but the distributions are dif-
ferent. There seems indeed to be almost no correlation between the slope
of the upper-range tail and the degree of scatter in wages distributions.
Some distributions showing extremely great scatter have very steep tails,
some have not.' The frequency curve for the distribution of income in
Australia in 1915 is radically different from either the curve for the United
States in 1910 constructed by Mr. W. I. King or the curve for the United
States in 1918 constructed by the National Bureau of Economic Research.

'The tails of wage distributions have in general much greater slopes than those of the
upper (i. c., income-tax) range ' income distributions. This is an outstanding difference
between the two distributions. Parctos conclusions with respect to the convex appeanulce
of the curve for wages are consistent with curves showing number of dollars per income-tax
interval traceable to wses but not with actual wage distributIons showing number of
recipientS per wage inte cal. Distributions based upon income from effort and distributions
based upon income from such sources (mostly profits and income from property) as yield the
higher incomes seem to have tails the one as roughly straight as the other. Indeed many
wage distributions have tails more closely approximating straight lines than do income-tax
data.

4

I
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Yet all three curves have tails on a double log scale quite as similar as is
cottimon with income-tax returns.'

From this discussion we may draw the corollary that it is futile to at-
tempt to measure changes in the inequality of distribution of income
throughout its range by any function of the mere tail of the income fre-
quency distribution. It seems unnecessary therefore to discuss Pareto's
suggestions on this subject.

4. Is it probable that the distribut ion of income is similar enough
from year to year in the same country to make the formulation
of any useful general "law" possible?

As will be seen in C'hapter 2, there enis reason for believing that the extreme difference
between the distribution of irieniries olitained by the Australian (easus and the estimate
made by the National Bureau of Economic Research is due largely to difference In definition
of income and inco,ne recipient. However, this (hws lint alter the fact that we have here
again two ditnlmtinris with tails as similar as is usual with income-tax distributions and
lower ranges about as different as it is possible to imagine.
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Before answering this question we must decide what we should mean
by the word similar. If income distributions for two years in the same
eo'nt.ry were such that each distribution included the saute individ-
uals and each individual's incame was twice as large in the second year
as it had been in the first year, it would seem reasonable to speak of the
distributions as strictly similar. If in a third year (because of a doubling
of population due to some hypothetical immigration) the nunber of per-
sons receiving each specified income size was exactly twice what it was
in the second year, it would still seem reasonable to speak of the distnbu-
tions as strictly similar. Tested by any statistical criterion of dispersion
which takes account of relative size (such as the coefficient of variation),
the dispersion is precisely the same in each of the three years. Moreover
the three distributions mentioned above 1 must necessarily have identically
the same shape on a double log scale, and furthermore any two thstribu-
tions which have identically the same shape on a double log scale 2 must
necessarily have the same relative dispersion as measured by such indices
as the coefficient of variation, interquartile range divided by median, etc.
Approximation to identity of shape on a double log scale scents then a
useful concept of "similarity." it is the concept implicit in Pareto's work.3

Now we have already found considerable evidence that income dis-
tributions are not, to a significant degree, similar in shape on a double log
scale. The income-tax tails of income distributions for different times and
places neither approximate straight lines of constant slope nor approxi-
mate one another; they are of distinctly different shapes. Moreover, such
tails do not show in respect of their numbers of income recipients and

'Or, any distributions whose equations may be reduced to one another by substituting
k,x for x and k,p for y.

'The curve may he thought of as consisting of two parts, which before reduction to log-
arithms, would be (1) the positive income section and (2) the negative income section with
positive signs.

While approximate identity of shape on a natural scale, a natural x and log y scale, or
any other similar criterion would constitute a law, no such approsimate identity of shape
on such scales has yet been discovered and it seems difficult to advance any very cogent
a priori reasons for expecting it.

In this connection we must remember that had we the exact figures for the entire frequency
curves of the distribution of income in the United States from year to yenr, if moreover we
could imagine definitions of income and income Tccip,ent which would be philosophically
satisfactory and statistically usableand if further we managed year by year to describe
our data curves adequately by generalised mathematical frequency curves of more or less
complicated variety we should not necessarily have arrived at any particularly valuable re-
sults. Any series of data may be described to any specified degree of approximation by a
power series of the type y = A + Bx + Cx' + but such t is purely em-
pirical and absolutely meaningless except as an illustration of MacLau,in's theorem in the
differential calculus. We might be able to describe each year's data rather well by one of
Karl Fearsons generalized frequency curves, but if the essential characteristics of the curve
skewness, kurtosis. etc., changed radically from year to year, description of the data by such
a curve might well gve no clue whatever as to any law. Not only might the years be dif-
ferent but the fits might be empirical. Professor Edgeworth has well said that "a close fit
of a curve to given statistics is not, per se and apart from a priori reasons, a proof that the
curve in question is the form proper to the matter in hand. The curve may be adapted to the
phenomena merely as the empirically justified system of cycles and epicycles to the planetary
movements, not like the ellipse, in fav " .hih there is the Newtonian demonstration, as
well as the Keplerian observations. Journal o/the Royal Saiistical Socie4, vol. 59, p. 533.
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total amounts of income any uniformity of relation to t hi.' total number
of income recipients and total amount of income iii t!k' Country even
after adjustments have been made for variations Ill P01)ul:utjon and average
income.' Considerations such as these, reënforce the COflCltiSjofl which
we arrived at from an examinatioti of wage distributions, nanIelv, that
there is little necessary relation between the shape of the tail and theshape
of the body of a frequency distribution, antI have led us to ssp( that,
even if the tails of income distributions were practicall identical in shape,
it would be extremely dangerous to conclude therefore that the lower
income ranges of the curves were in any way similar.

A most important matter remains to he discussed. Vhat right have
we to assume that the heterogeneity necessarily itiherent in all income
distribution data is not such as !nevital)lv to j)reclUde itot on! Utiifoiinity
of shape of the frequency curve from year to year and country to country
but also the very possibility of rational mathematical description of any
kind unless based upon parts rather than the whole? W'liat evidence have
we as to the extent and nature of heterogeneity in income distribution
data?

In the first place we must remember that lower range incomes are pre-
dominantly from vages and salaries, while upper range incomes are pre-
dominantly from rent, interest, dividends and Profits.2 While 74.67 per
cent of the total income reported in the United States iii the l,OOO-$2,j
income interval in 1918 was traceable to wags and salaries, only 3.3.10
per cent of the income in the 510,000-520,000 interval was from those
sources, and only 15.92 per cent of the income in the S1O0,000$i50,0
interval and 3.27 per cent of the income in the over-$500,000 intervals.
On the other hand, while only 1.93 cent of the total income reported
in the $1,000-$2.000 interval in 1918 traceable to dit'idcnds, 23.73
per ceiit was so traceable in the S10,000-520.000 interval, 43.18 per cent
in the $100,000-$150,000 interval, and 39.44 per cent in the over4500,000
intervals.3 The difference in constitution of the income at the upper and

Estimated per cent of total income received ty highest of income reecivers in UltitedStatec: 1913.................
1914 :12
1915 32
1916 34
1917 29
1915 2ti
1919 24

National Bureau of Economic Research, Incone i, t/. UnfuI &ak.s, vol. 1, p. 116.'(";flhpart' Professor A. L. Ilowkvs paper on The British Super-Tax and the Distributionof Ineonie," Qwirl,rly Jour,,a! of Ecunumic., February, 1914.
Stqfi.a4jt of laconic ThIS, pp. 10 and 44.

W hik' t he reporting of divi,h'ntis aiiiiost c'rt a july enlph'ti' in the lower than n.tl upper income elases, the (jifferenee could tnt I N' 50 thou !o invalidate the general concluiori. 1.ower range incomes are predoniiziantl- and salary ineonies; upper range 1flConhl'S are hot.

.4'



lower ends of the distribution is sufficient to justify the statement that
most of the individuals going to make up the lower income range of the
frequency curve are wage earners, while the individuals going to make up
the upper income range are capitalists and entrepreneurs.1 What do we
know about the shapes of these compotient distributions? Is the funcla-
mental difference in their relative positions on the income scale their only
dissimilarity?

In any particular year the upper income tail of the frequency distribu-
tion of income among capitalists and entrepreneurs seems not greatly (hi-
ferent from the extreme upper income tail of the frequency distribution
of income among all classes. This is what we might expect. Not only is
the percentage of the total income in the extreme upper income ranges
reported as coming from wages and salaries small but much of this so-
called wages and salaries income must. be merely technical. For exaiiiple,
it is often highly "convenient" to pay "salary" nattier than dividends.
Furthermore, in so far as the tail of the curve of distribution of income
among capitalists and entrepreneurs is not identical with the tail of the
general curve, it will show a smaller rather than a larger slope, because the
percentage of the number of persons in each income interval who are
capitalists and entrepreneurs increases as we pass from lower to higher
incomes.2 Now the slopes of the straight lines fitted to the extreme tails
of non-cumulative income distributions on a double log scale fluctuate
within a range of about 2.4 to 3.0.

The upper rnnge tails of wages distributions tell an entirely different
story. Aside from surface irregularities often quite evidently traceable to
concentration on certain round nurnl)erS, the majority of wages distribu-
tions have tails which, on a double log scale, are roughly linear.3 How-

ever the slopes of straight lines fitted to these tails are much greater than
the slopes of corresponding straight lines fitted to income distribution
tails. While the slopes of income distribution tails range from about 2.4

'Many individuals in the middle income ranges must necessarily be difficult to classify.
This does not mean that the concept of heterogeneity is inapplicable. There are countries
in which the population is a mixture of Spanish American Indian, and Negro blood. Now
such a population must, for many statistical purposes. be considered extremely heterogeneous

even though the percentage of the population which is of any pure blood be quite negligible.
2 In 1917, the only year in which returns are classified according to 'principal source of

income" (wages and salaries, income from business, income from investment) the difference
in slope, in the income range $100,000 to $2,000,000, between the distribution for all relurns
and the distribution for those returns which did not report wages and salaries as their prin-
cipal source of income was less than .05. The slope in this range of the line fitted to all re-
turns was about 2.64; the business and investment line was about 2.59 and the wages line

about 3.21. In 1916, the only year in which returns are classified according to occupations.
the distribution of income among capitalists shows a slope of only 2.08 while public serrice

employees (civil) show a slope of 2.70 and skilled and unskilled laborers a slope of 2.74.

* has already been drawn to the fact that this is a characteristic of many fre-

quency distributions of various kinds.
A further difference between the upper range income distribution among capitalists and

entrepreneurs and the upper range of the distribution among all persons seems to be, from

the 1916 occupation distributions, that the distributiOn among all persons shows less of a roll,

i. e., is straighter.

PARETO'S LAW 377
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to 3.0, the slopes of wages distributions tails commonly range between
4.0 and 6.0. They seldom run below about 4.5; they sometimes run as
high as 10.0 and 11.0.

A distribution of wages per hour for 26,183 male employees ill iron and
steel mills in the United States in 1900 ' shows a tail with a slope of about
3.35. However, the total of which this is a part, the (liStrjbut ion of wages
per hour among 180,096 male employees in 32 manufacturing iniusti.ies
in 1900, shows a tail-slope of about 4.8. The estimated distribution of
weekly earnings of 5,470,321 wage earners in the United States in 1905 2
shows a tail-slope of about 5.0. The distribution of earnings per hour
among 318,946 male employees in 29 different industries in the 1JnjiJ
States in 1919 shows a tail-slope of about 5.86. The distribution of
wages per month among 1,939,399 railroad employees in the United States
in 1917 ' shows a tail-slope of about 6.25. The distribution of wages per
hour among 43,343 male employees in the foundries and metal working
industry of the United States in 1900 shows a tail-slope of about 7.8.
The distribution of earnings in a week among 9,633 male employt in the
woodworking industryagricultural iniplenmentsin the United State in
19006 shows a tail-slope of over 11.0. At the other extreme was the ca
of the wages-per-hour distribution among 26,183 male employees in Airier-
ican iron amid steel mills in 1900 with a slope of 3.35. Both 11.0 and 3.35
are exceptional, but the available (lata make it clear that wages distribu-
tiomis of either earnings or rates have tail-slopes which are always much
greater than the maximum tail-slope of income distributions.

The illustrations in the preceding paragraph are illustrations of the tail-
slopes of wages distributions amoiig wage earners. However all the evi-
deuce points to frequency distributions of income among wage earners
having tail-slopes only very slightly less steep than the tail-slopes of wages
distributions. We have almost no usable (lata concerning the relation
between individual wage distributions and income distributions for the
same individuals, but we have a few samples showing the relation between
family earnings (listributions and family income distributions.7 More-
over, we can without great risk base certain extremely general conclusions

1 Twelfth Census of the United States (1900), SpecIal Report on Employees and Wages,
Davis R. Dewey.

1?'A5 (caseS of Manufacture,s, Part IV, p. 647.
'Monthly Labor Rericu'. Sept., 1919.
l Report of the Railroad lFaycComrnjesion to the Director General of Raiiroads, 1919. p. 96.
'Twelfth Census of the United States (1900), Special Report on Employees and Wagei,

Davis Jt. Dewey.
'Twelfth Census of the United States (11)00), Special Report on Employees and Wages,

Davis R. Dewey.
7 The reader must not confuse the percentage of the income not derived from wages going

to wage-earners ii, any particular income class with the percentage of the income not derived
froni wages going to all income reeljmienls Ic, any particular income class. Some of these last
recipients are not wage earners at all, they receive no wages. Information concerning the
second of these relations but not the first is given in the income tax reports.
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concerning individual wage-earners' income distributions on these family
data. The upper tails of the family-wage distributions are the tails of the
wage distributions for the individuals who are the heads of the families.
This is apparent from an analysis of the samples. Now income from rent-s
and investments belongs almost totally to heads of families. Such income
is however so small in amount that it cannot alter appreciably the slope
of the tail.1 While income from other sources than rents and investments
(lodgers, garden and poultry, gifts and miscellaneous) may not be so con-
fidently placed to the credit of the head of the family, this item changes
its percentage relation to the total income so slowly as to be negligible in
its effect upon the tail-slope of the distribution.2 Notwithstanding the
danger of reasoning too assuredly about individuals from these picked
family distributions, we seem justified in believing that the tail-slopes of
income distributions among individual wage earners are not very different
from the tail-slopes of wage distributions among the same individuals.3

The upper tail-slopes of income distributions among typical wage earners
1 For example, in the report on the incomes of 12,0% white families published in the Monthly

Labor Jlerww for December. 1919, we find the income from rents and investments less than
one per cent of the total family income for each of the income intervals.

Percentage income from
Income group rents and investments

is of total income
Under 8900 .079
$ 900-81,200 .176
1,200- 1,500 .410
1,500- 1,800 .551
1,800- 2,100 .606
2.100- 2,500 .998
2.500 and over .778

'As a somewhat extreme example. the Bureau of Labor investigation mentioned in the
preceding note shows the following relations between total family earnings and tot1 family
income (including income from rents and investments, lodgers, garden and poultry, gifts and
miscellaneous).

Income group Percentage that total
earnings are of total income

Under $900 96.2
$ 900-81,200 96.5
1,200- 1,500 96.3
1,500- 1,800 96.0
1,800- 2,100 96.3
2,100- 2.500 95.1
2,500 and over 96.2

$ Further corroboratory evidence, of some slight importance, that the tail-slopes of wage
distributions among wage earners are not very different from the tail-slopes of income dis-
tributions among wage earners is yielded by the fact that the tail-slopes of income distribu-
tions among families (which are virtually identical with the tail-slopes of both income and
wage distributions among the heads of these families) have roughly the same range as the
tail-slopes of wage distributions among individua1. The British investigation into the in-
comes of 7,616 workingmen'S families in the United States in 1909 shows a tail-slope of about
3.5. (Report of the British Board of Trade on Cost of Living in American Towns, 1911. [Cd.
56091. p. XLIV.) The Bureau of Labor's investigation into the income of 12,090 white fain-
ilies in 1919 shows a tail-slope of about 4.0. Mr. Arthur T. Emery's extremely careful in-
vestigation into the incomes of 2,000 Chicago households in 1918 shows a tail-slope of

about 4.4. At the other extreme we find that the Bureau of Labor's investigation into the

income of 11,156 families in 1903 (EightCefllh Annual Report of the Commissioner of Labor,

1903, p. 558) shows a tail-slope of about 10.0. and that Mr. R. C. Chapin's investigation into
the income of 391 workingmen'B families in New York City (Standard of Living Among Work-

ingmen's Families in Vew York Ci1y, p. 44) also shows a slope of about 10.0. The tails of

these last two eases are very irregular so that the slope itself is not determinable with much

precision.
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may then be assumed to have fliUch greater slopes timit the Upper tail.slopes of iticoine (listributions anrnng capitalists uiitl entrepreneurs Itdoes not seeni possible tø make any very (lcfiltiti s(itiii,it Concerningthe body and lower tail of the capitalist an(l ez1t.rcl)r(J1(.urjal distributio..even in so far as that term is a significant one.' All the evideflce suggethat the mode of what we have termed the
capit.alist._cnt.r(spret,eurjal (uS-tribution is consistently higher than the wage-earners' mode.2 Its lowerincome tail undoubtedly reaches out into the negative income range, whichthe tail of the wage-earners' distribution may, both (1 Priori and from evi-dence, be assumed not. to do. It seems a not irrational conclusion then tospeak of time capitalist-entrepreneurial distribution as having a lesser tail-slope than the wage-earners' distribution on the lower iticoimle side as wellas on the upper income side,3 and as a corollary almost certainly a muchgreater dispersion both actual and relative than the %Vagc_ean' dis-tributioti.

Though the above generalizations conceridng differences between thewage-earners' income distribution and the in-conic (listribution seem sowni, the tell but a fraction of the story. Asidefrom the difficulty of classifying all imicoimie recipients in one or the other
of these two classes, we are faced with the further fact that investigationsuggests that our two component (listributions are themselves exceedingly
heterogeneous.4 We have already noted that. wage distributions for dif-fereiit occupations and times are extremely dissimilar in shape and wesuspect that the same applies to capitalist_dntrepreneurj distrjbutionaFor example, what little data we possess suggest that the distribution ofincome among farmers has little in common with other entrepreneurial
distributions.

Moreover, the component distributions, into which it would seem nec-essary to break up the complete income distribution before any rational
description would be pOssil)le, not. only have different shapes and differentpositions on the income scale (I. e., different modes, arithmetic averages,etc.), but the relative position with respect to one another on the income scaleof these different Cofliponemit dist ributiomis changes from year to year.'

In the total income curve there is a broad twilight zone where individuals are often bothwage or slarv earners arid capitalists or even entrejrc,nurs.In the 1916 Occupation tlistributior, the only oeciipatitrns showing more returns for the$4,OO-3,Otj interval than the SJ(X$r-54,(sj (that is the only Occupations showing anysuggestion of a mode' are of a capitalistic or entrijtrerie,iriaj deseril)tioribankers. stock-brokers; inSurance brokers; other brokers; hotel proprietors anti restaurateurs; manufacturers;merchants; storekeepers; jobbers; commission merchants, etc.; mine owners and mine op-erators; saloon keepers; sportsniexi amid turfnmen.'Of course the very word slope is an ambiguous tenmi to use concerning the tail of a curvewhich enters the second quadrant.
'Evidence suggesting definite heterogenc.jty in the "wage and salary" figures of the income-tax returns is presented in Chapter;iu.
i This fact is one of the simpler pieces of videne against the existence of a "law." Ofcourse, even though the Income distril,uti1 were niade up of heterogeneous matenal, if the
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Table 28Q 'is interesting as showing the changes in the relative positions
of the arithmetic averages of different wage distributions in 1909, 1913
and 1918.

TABLE 28Q

CHANGES IN THE RELATIVE POSITIONS OF THE AVERAGE ANNUAL
EARNINGS OF EMPLOYEES ENGAGED IN VARIOUS INDUSTRIES

381

The data are so inadequate that the construction of a similar table for
capitalist-entrepreneurial distributions is not feasible. However, there are
comparatively good figures for total income of fa.rn,ers and total number
of farmers year by year.2 The average incomes of farmers, year by year,
were the following percentages of the estimated average incomes of all
persons gainfully employed in the country.

This is a wide range.
Exactly what effects have such internal movements of the component

distributions upon the total income frequency distribution curve? This
is a difficult question to answer as we have not sufficient data to break

component parts remained constant in shape and in their relative nosiiions with re.speci to ons

another on the income scale, these relations would of themselves constitute a law"
1 Based upon Income in the UniLed States, Vol. I. pp. 102 and 103.
'See Income in the United Stales, Vol. I, p. 112.

Industry 1900 1913 1918

All Industries 100.0 100,0 100.0
Agriculture 48.2 45.4 54.7
Production of MineraLs 95.7 104.4 110.0
Manufacturing:

Factories 91.2 97.5 101.5
Hand Trades 111.7 103.5 110.8

All Transportation 104.9 105.4 119.3
Railway, Express, Pullman, Switching and

Terminal Cos 101.0 10.2 129.3
Street Railway, Electric Light and Power,

Telegraph and Telephone Cos 99.5 93.8 81.4
Transportation by Water 123.5 114.1 147.5

Banking 123.0 128.6 135.5
Government 118.1 113.8 83.0
Unclassified Industries 114.4 107.7 97.8

Percentages
1910 75.19
1911 69.13
1912 72.41
1913 74.88
1914 76.33
1915 80.45
1916 82.85
1917 104.51
1918 109.68
1919 103.95
1920 63.88
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down the total, composite, curve into its component parts with any de-
gree of confidence.' However, the movements of wages in recent years
would appear to give us a due to the sort. of phenomena we might expect
to find if we had complete and adequate data.

The slopes of the upper income tails of wages distributions arc great,
4 to 5 or niore.2 Now the wage curve moved Up strongly from 1917 to
1918 if we may judge by averages. The average wage of all wage eaners
in the United States increased 15.6 ter cent ' from 1917 to 1918. During
the same period the average income of farmers increased 19.1 per cent5
and the average income of persons other than wage earners and farmers
remained nearly constant. Total amounts of income by sources in millions
of dollars were:

a Includes pensions, etc.. and includes soldiers, sailors, and marines.

Stockholders in corporations saw income from that source actually decline
from 1917 to 1918.6 What happened to American income-tax returns
during this time?

'The processes by which the income distribution curve published in Income in the UnitedStates, Vol. I, pp. 132-135 was arrived at were such that to use that niaterial here wouldpractically amount to circular reasoning. The conclusions arrived at here were used in build-ing up that curve.
l'he slope of the tail of the wage and salary curve in the 1917 income tax returns is onlyabout 3.21 (compare, note 2, p. 377). However we must rememlwr that the indivjduais thereclassilled are largely of an entirely different type of "wage-earlier" from those in the lowergroups. In this upper group occur the saluned entrepreneurs, I)m!essinrial men. etc., andthose whose "salaries" are really profits or dividends. The evidence points to a rather dis-tinct and &gnifleant heterogeneity along this division in the wage and salary distribution.See Chapter 30.

'Excluding soldiers, sailors, and marines, and professional classes but including officialsand "salaried entrepreneurs."
'From $945 per annum in 1917 to 11.092 per annum in 1915.
'From $1,370 per annum in 1917 to $1,632 per annum iii 1918.

See page 324.

'CORPORATION DIVIDENDS, SURPLUS AND EARNINGS

(In millions of dollars)

1917
1918 3,995

2,565
3,963
1,945

7.95$
4,513

1917 1918 Percentage 1918
was of 1917

Total Wages a
Total Farniers' Income
All other Income

$27,795
8,800

17,265

$32,575
10,500
17,291

117.20
119.32
100.15

'l'ohtl Income $53,860 $60,366 _-±°

Dividends Surplus Net earnings
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TOTAL AMOUNT OF NET INcOME RETURNED BY SOURCF (RETURNS
REPORTING OVER $2,000 PER ANNUM NET INCOME) a

(Millions of dollars)

Wages and salaries AU other sources

°Wages income from returns reporting between $1,000 and $2,000 per annum is not avail-
able for 1917.

6 "Other sources" are total ne income minus wages and salaries, i. e., total gemeral deduc-
turns have been assumed as deductible from other sources (gross). AU things considered,
this seems proper here though it may easily he criticised. In connection with changes in the
relation between net and gross income from 1917 to 1918 see Chapter 30, pp. 401 and 402.

While reported income from all other sources than wages and salaries
declined 4.6 per cent,' reported income from wages and salaries increased
78.0 per cent.2 Moreover, the great increases in wages and salaries were
in the lowest intervals. The wage curve with its steep tail-slope was
moving over into the income tax ranges.3 The effect upon the total curve
is very pronounced, as may be seen from Table 28R.

TABLE 28R

AMERICAN INCOME TAX RETURNS IN 1917 AND 1918

Total Number of Returns
(In thousands)

On a double log scale we see the curve changing its shape radically. While
the 1917 curve is comparatively smooth and regular, the 1918 curve
develops a distinct "bulge" in the lower ranges.4

The preceding discussion has been concerned with equal dollar-income
Had "other sources" been taken gross instead of net, that item would have shown an

increase of 5.3 per cent instead of a decrease of 4.6 per cent.
'The actual spread is still greater than the figures show. Income from professions, which

in 1917 was classed under wages, in 1918 and 1919 was classed under business.
'This seems to be a fact though it is not thewhole story. The "intensive drive" of 1919

may easily account for some of the increase. See Chapter 30 for a discussion of the probable
extent of this influence.

'See Income in the Untied States, VoL I. Charts 28 and 30.

1917 1918 1917 1918

Over $2,000 $3,648 $6,493 $7,543 $7,198
2,000- 4,000 1,553 3,687 1,799 2,036
4,000- 5,000 301 703 528 736
5,000-10,000 661 849 1,167 1,296

Over 10,000. 1,133 1,254 4,049 3,130

Percentage 1918
1917 1918 was of 1917

$2,000$4,000
4,000- 5,000
5,000-10,000

Over 10,000.

1,214
186
271
162

2,107
322
319
160

173.59
173.12
117.71
98.77
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intervals. However, $2,000 income in 1918 was relati'ely less than $2,00iJincome in 1917. The average (per capita) income of the country was$523 in 1917 and $586 in 1918.' The adjustment is theoretically crude,but $2,241 2 in 1918 might be considered as in one SPTISC qtiivalen to$2,000 in 1917. The results of comparisons of the two years Upon thisbasis are given in Table 28S.3

TABLE 28S

Income clas8

$2,000-$4,00o....
4,000- 5,000....
5,000-10,000.

Over 10,000. . . -

$2,241-$4,482.
4,482- 5,602.
5,602-11,205.

Over 11,205.....

$2,241-$-1,482.,.
4.482- 5602....
5,602-11:205.

Over 11,205.

$2,000-$4,000..
4,000- 5,000..
5,000-10,000,.

Over 10,00..

$2,241-S-I 482 5.30
4,482- 5:602 .82
5,602-11,205. 1 .27

Over 11,205 1.89

INCOME RETURNED-By SOURC1
(Millions of dollars)

1917

Wages and
salaries

$1,553
30!
661

1,133

$3,236 15,359
498 1111
773 1,960

1,15.3 4,129

$2,888 $4,783
445 992
690 1,749

1,029 3,685

2.88
541

1.23
2.10

Total net
ifleO?flCTotal net minusincome wages and
salari(5

$3,352 $1,799
821) .528

1,828 1,1(17
5,182 4,049

1918

(Percentages of Total Income of Country)
1917

6.22
1.54
3.39
9,61

8.78
1 .82
3.21
6.77

1918

$2,123
(113

1,187
2.976

$1,895
547

1,059
2,656

3.34
98

2.16
7.51

Total gross
iliCOiflO

$3,713
895

1,951
5,518

(Multiplied by that is reduced to '1917 duflan")586

Total 'tress
income
minus

wages and
salaries

$2,161
594

1,290
4,384

$5,766 $2,530
1,247
2,315 1 542
4,842 3689

$5,146
1,113
2,996
4,321

6.89
1116

3. (12
10.2!

9.-IS
2.05
380
7.1)4

$2,258
668

1,376
3,292

4 01
1.10
2.39
8.14

4.15
1.23
2.53
6.05

laconic in the U iikd Sinks, Vol. 1, p. 76.
'$2,000 x .23
l'he figures for the amounts of income in the irregular 11)18 IneoniC intervalsof that thble($2.24 I -84,482, etc.) were ealeillatiMI liv St i night I ii,,' iii terjn hit ii ii, nm a double log scale ap-plied to the even thousand dollar in ti-rv,ls of i,1'. mm tm'-t :mx ri turns. Though t lie totasincome curve does not it)proxinmit linearity it may is assummnti linear within the smallrange of one ifleoffiC tax inmtcryI without serious ertor.

-



(Table 288 concluded.)

PARETO'S LAW

NUMBER OF RFURNS
(Thousands)

It is from this table once again apparent that the wage distribution moved
independently up on the income scale and that the effect of this movement
was confined to the lowest income intervals. Charts 28T, 281J, 28V, 28W,
28X, 28Y, 28Z, and 28AA which show the number of dollars income per
dollar-income interval, by sources, are enlightening as illustrating in still

-1

-1

2. TOTAL I5COM..
WAGES
BUSINESS

4. OiliER INCOME

U.S. INCOME lAX RElUR4S
1916

MJM8ER 0? DOLLARS 91 EACh INCOME
INTERVAl. !Y 0URC!5.-

-S

INUWE IN 'ITIOUSANIIS Of DOLLA
004050 10 200 3C0105S

CHMcT2O?

1000 2.000

J

1917 Income class 1918
Percentage 1918

was of 1917

$2,000-$4,000 1,214 t2,24144,482 1,758 144.81
4,000- 5,000 186 4,482- 5,602 220 118.28
5,000-10,000 271 5,602-11,205 261) 95.94

Over 10,000 162 Over 11,205 136 83.95
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U. 5. IMCOM TAX RtTUR?15
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OR 8U51NL55
5 RLtII5,
G IH1ER!51.
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o 3 INCOME TAX RETURNS
151?

NUMbER O DOUAR IP4 E4H
INCOM( INTERVAL Y SOURCES

SC5Ie8 Lanthmic
4. IIICONL OTIRRINiA WA6&O1 I5m(55
5 RCIIT5
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Conclusions:
(1)

(C)
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greater detail the changes in the constitution of the returns from year toyear.
Such material and the appearance of the "bulge" on the income-tax

curve in the lowest income ranges 'in the years 1918 and 1919 when wages
and salaries were high and average (per capita) incomes also high2 strongly
suggest that the income curve, in so far as it shows any similarity from
year to year, changes its general appearance and turns up (on a double
log scale) as it approaches those ranges where wages and salaries are of
predominant influence.3 The great slopes of wage distributions are on
this hypothesis not inconsistent with the smaller slope of the general
income curve in its higher (income-tax) ranges.4

Pareto's Law is quite inadequate as a mathematical generalization,
for the following reasons:

The tails of the distributions on a double log scale are not,
in a significant degree, linear;
They could be much more nearly linear than they are without
that condition being especially significant, as so many dis-
tributions of various kinds have tails roughly approaching
linearity;
The straight lines fitted to the tails do not show even approxi-
mately constant slopes from year to year or between cons ry
and country;

(d) The tails are not only not straight lines of constant slope but
are not of the same shape from year to year or between
country and country.

(2) It seems unlikely that any useful mathematical law describing the
entire distribution can ever be formulated, because:

Changes in the shape of the income curve from year to year
seem traceable in considerable measure to the evident hetero-
geneity of the data;
Because of such heterogeneity it seems useless to attempt to

See Chapter 30 for further discussion of this "bulge" in connection with an examination
of how far it may be the result of irregularity in reporting.

Average (per capita) incomes being high means that a definite money income (such as
*2,000) takes us relatively further down the Income curve than if average incomes were low.

'it is difficult to say just where the bulge" might have appeared in the 1917 distribution
if as great efforts had been made to obtain correct returns in that year as were made under
the "intensive drive" for 1918 returns. The wages line on the 1917 number of dollars income
per dollar-income interval chart (Chart 28V) shows signs of turning up somewhere between
$4,000 and $5,000 and the business line somewhere in the $5,000-$10,000 interval. However
neither movement is large nor can their positions be accurately determined on account of the
size of the reporting intervals. See also Chapter 30. 13: 412.

4The "bulge" on the income from wages and salanes curve itself, as seen in th" income-
tax returns for 1918 and 1919 (see Charts 28X and 28Z). seems the result of heterogeneity in
these wage and salary data themselves. Tins hypothesis is considered in Chapter 30.
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describe the whole distribution by any mathematical curve
designed to describe homogeneous distributjoi (as any simple
mathematical expression must almost necessarily be designed
to (10);
Furthennore, the existing data are not adequate to break up
the income curve into its constituent elements;
If the data were complete and adequate we might still remain
in our present position of knowing next to nothing of the
nature of any "laws" describing the eleinents.I

(3) Pareto's conclusion that economic welfare can be increased only
through increased production is based upon erroneous premi
The income curve is not constant in shape. The internal movements
of its elements strongly suggest the possibility of important changes
in distribution. The radically different mortality curves for Roman
Egypt. and modern England,2 and the decrease in infant mortality

-in the last fifty years illustrate well what may happen to heteroge-
neous distributions.

The next four chapters review the data from which any income frequency
distribution for the United States must be constructed.

all the evidence points to hope of further progress lying in the analysis of theparts rather than in any direct attack upon the unbroken heterogeneous whole.
'See Biome(rika, Vol. I, pp. 261-264.




